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4744
LOUHISAARI
62°04,7´N 28°36,3´E
Chart Nr 227
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the south side of the northern one of the two islands. It can be
reached with large boats but attention needs to be paid on the rocks near the shore.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
The harbor is located in a pretty strait with a nice view to Haukivesi area.
4748
ORAVI
Serviceharbour
62°06,8´N 28°36,6´E
Chart Nr. 227
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the north side of the canal in the middle of Oravi village. There
are several docks that are also suitable for large boats.
SERVICES
Restaurant, shop, post office, laundry room, showers, sauna, water taps, power point, fuel
pumps.
SURROUNDINGS
A very beautiful and idyllic country village.
5415
SAVENAHO
Bauernhof
62°21,5´N 28°44,4´E
Chart Nr. 244
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor has good docks that are suitable for both small and large boats. There may be
waves caused by the boats passing by.
SERVICES
Café, sauna, laundry room, toilet, trash cans, drinking water, grill shelter.
SURROUNDINGS
A very beautiful country landscape with domestic animals and a nature trail.
4953
VAAJASALO
(ALAHOVI WEINHOF)
62°45,0´N 27°46,9´E
Chart Nr 234
GRADE ****
HARBOR
There are 5 places with buoys for leisure boaters in the harbor. The harbor is open to west
and north winds. The professional traffic should not be disturbed.
SERVICES
Wine restaurant, power point, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS

Alahovi wine yard is a great attraction. It is possible to get a peek at how the wine is
produced as well as do some wine tasting and buy the wines.
5303
VARISTAIVAL
Chanal museum
62°32,8´N 28°38,5´E
Chart Nr. 238, 243
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The docks are located on the sides of the canal and are easy to reach also with large
boats. The harbor provides a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Kiosk, info point.
SURROUNDINGS
The canal with 4 locks has the greatest difference in water level in Saimaa, 14,5 meters. It
takes approximately one hour to drive through the whole canal. There are also some
beautiful old canals and locks.

